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Kalinga Literary Festival organised the 3rd KLF Bhava Samvaad
(interactive webinar) on the topic: Art Education Pre & Post Covid
– 19 Pandemic 2020′. The panel consisted of eminent
personalities from the art fraternity including Mr. Prem Singh,
Former Principal, Government College of Art , Chandigarh ,
Professor Tirthankar Bhattacharya chairperson department of art
history and visual arts Pu, Chandigarh, Pratul Das, Eminent Artist
and Activist, New Delhi and Prof. Ranjan Kumar Mallik, Dean,
Chitkara School of Art & Design, Chitkara University, Punjab. The
webinar deliberated on the urgent need to revamp the teaching
pedagogy, the virtual classroom teaching being a new concept
and the need for the teacher student relationship to undergo a
metamorphosis. Source: India Education Dairy
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USING VR TO LIVESTREAM SURGERY FOR
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Tokyo Hospital has started using the VR technology tp
livestream surgery for educational and research purposes.
This was initiated post the challenges posed by the COVID 19
outbreak, Medical sector is one field where learning is hands
on and there is online substitute for observation or
participation. With social distancing measures in place and
infection concerns on a rise, medical training have been
deeply impacted across the world. However, VR applications
may provide part of a solution to this challenge.okyo
Women's Medical University hosts the Smart Cyber Operation
Theater (SCOT), a next-generation treatment room that acts
as a testbed for new technologies that may improve medical
safety, efficiency, and patient outcomes.  Robotics, data
collection, and artificial intelligence (AI) have
been  experimented with  in the hub; and now, high-tech
imaging and VR have been added to the mix.  . Source: Zed
Net

'TECH-SAVVY ADDITIONS PLANNED TO
NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY
IMinistry of Human Resource Development is planning to add
technology oriented changes to its National Education Policy draft
subitted last year. This change has been introduced due to the
latest challenges thrown up by the COVID 19 pandemic. The policy
will be the rule book of all things related to education in India.Also
read:  Modi govt’s new education policy draft wants law taught in
English & local languages. Thrust on e-learningSources in the HRD
said the NEP is set to include more online and e-learning options at
both school and college levels to make it more technology-
oriented. This is in line with the MHRD’s current policy of teaching
students through various e-resources in the wake of the
lockdown.Platforms like  SWAYAM,  DIKSHA  and  e-Pathshala  have
been recommended by the ministry for college and school
students . Source: The Print

ANOTO SIGNS FULLY PAID SUBSCRIPTION
AGREEMENT WITH UNIVERSITY IN SOUTH
KOREA
Anoto’s education subsidiary Knowledge AI Inc has added
Kyunghee University in South Korea as its full subscription
customer for its education solution KAIT. Kyunghee
university is a leading university in seouls which will be
using the KAIT’s proprietary assessment and testing
platform for its business school students starting the second
half of 2020. Anoto is a cloud based software solution
provider based on its patented dot pattern technology
which provides a methodology for accumulating digital big
data from analogue inputs. Anoto Cloud includes Anoto’s
four solutions: KAIT – the world’s first AI solution for offline
education; ACE – Anoto’s new and improved enterprise
forms solutions;  aDNA – Anoto’s secure interactive
marketing solution; and Dr. Watson – Anoto’s biometric
authentication and security solution. Anoto is traded on the
Small Cap list of Nasdaq Stockholm under ANOT.. Source:
Global News Wire
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